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(:06). Not a lot of knowledge sharing but a lot going on in the background. We are 

getting a lot of requests for cancer trial, but we are waiting for Governments to make 

official. It will be out of the hands of the KF, under the doctors, and have to decide how 

to finance, a donation of 5,000 euros may go to 10,000, payment not to KF but to 

governmental office. It will be a legal binding trial. (:13).  (:17). ... We teach not only the 

man but those in the UC, who are listening culture, through the soul. So for the first time 

today we start teaching the man and the UC. We teach in the language of the UC, those 

who don't understand will in time, those who do will add to the knowledge. In the space 

you don't bring your matter with you, but use the fields to create whatever is needed. It's a 

science of the interaction of the fields. When you made your CO2 boxes you had a N Cu 

and Zn Plate, which you connected together and create a field, and you created a strange 

fat on the top of saltwater. (:20).  As we put a piece of iron hanging down to the bottom 

started the creation of hemoglobin, which became the cornerstone of life on this planet.  

?? was the interaction of the gaseous part, which is the creation of COHN, in that process 

somewhere the material interacted with the matter part of the planet (solid), and what was 

washed from the solid part (land) into the liquid part, oceans, this interaction of the 

metals lead to creation of hemoglobin and the beginning of life as we know in the oceans. 

The water was a medium for the interaction of the gaseous and the solid state or matter. 

The life started with the hemoglobin, which was the Fe and Zn, and with Cu which was 

floating in the oceans, we saw the beginning of structure of life (muscle tissue), then with 

addition of  Ca we saw the structure of solid human or animal body (bone). (:23). So life 

started with the gaseous interaction with the matter state, and then in the interaction with 

the combination of matter state a life without structure, then by adding Ca it gave it 

structure, what we call the backbone. This is the repetition of life anywhere in the U, and 

not the exclusivity of this planet. What you over looked in the teachings is that in the 

gaseous part (upper atmosphere), there is still Zn and Ca, and everything else, because 

this is how they came from the interaction of the fields of the sun and earth, not only C, O 

have been absorbed to the planet but everything else has been absorbed into the planet. In 

this structure there is water vapor and still some amount of Na and the rest. So life on this 

planet is not only what we see with 4 legs or the fish, there is also life in the upper levels 

of the atmosphere which are intelligence also. It has a structure and depending on the 

field strength in respect to the center of the earth, that structure takes its hold, it doesn't 

need legs or wings, but due to control of its position it floats and exists in this 

environment. (:25). It's highly intelligent, more then man and 4 legged things, and 

vertical people. The existence of life doesn't finish here but goes beyond earth in the 

ocean of fields the Solar S and Galaxy, as each area creates a condition through the 

interaction of the fields leads to creation of life. Life being known, in being able to decide 

what one needs to exist in the environment that is given. This is how we are and become 

part of the UC, we always have been, like the creatures above us and outside have always 

been there, it is man who has been blind to the knowledge of the existence of the others. 

It's like some 500 years ago, the continent of America was always there, it was man who 

rediscovered what it lost, The new world. The life above, outside and in the Galaxy has 

always been there. Now that we add to the knowledge we become aware of their 



existence. In a way we are going into the continent of the U the way we went to the 

continent of America. (:27). What we called the native Indians had their own culture and 

social structure, they didn't need the European to teach them, we learned a lot from them. 

We eat the food of the new continent peppers, tomatoes, pineapple. Now we go into the 

U and find new friends, more intelligent because they work on a different dimension. 

Highly intellectual as man has muted his intellect, to ??, to control himself .. intellectual 

rights, in the space their are no intellectual right laws or patents, the way the KF works. 

What happens when you put structures of the U, it doesn't matter what you call it, and 

you create life. The life is precious and has to be respected, life is not food that we absorb 

and eat, the way man has done on this planet. ?? on this planet we have learned detection 

S, we call them sensors. (:29). The 5 senses, touch, taste, smell, etc.  now you have to add 

another dimension of senses that Man was not aware of, the sense of Emotion. And a 

another step, the sense of the soul, the central control. Man doesn't need to loose his 

arms, legs and senses to be able to interact with the senses of his E, he has to understand 

that deep senses come from the E. Now you each have to find the strength in 

understanding of the reaction. The knowledge of man finishes at this moment, as there is 

no extension into the knowledge. Those of the UC understand this point from now on. In 

bringing of the senses together you understand the reaction of the totality ??? brings the 

reaction of the  control of the soul, what we call the Source, in other languages on earth 

they call it ?? Bhagavan. In other languages of sciences of the U we call it Totality. (:31). 

In the senses to understand you don't need the P to sense and interact with the soul, all 

you need is the E without the P. Where the E is, is the senses of the soul. The danger, 

fear, love, interaction , community, in that sense we don't se the bodies, we see the souls, 

and we don't see a single soul but a community of souls, and the interaction that leads to 

the senses of communication and existence. In understanding the Totality we see the 

senses of many, where the interaction of Totality allows each one to have a position and 

take the E in respect to the soul of the Totality, that we see their lot. What do we do with 

the interaction of the fields in the strength of the soul's totality, is the understanding of the 

fields which leads to the creation of the E fields, where at the lower strengths they 

understand the totality of the inner strength. The soul in itself is a totality, but as an 

individual it's part of the total soul. (:33).  Those of you in the UC that have understood 

have created peace through it. Man has a long way to go. It's your responsibility as of 

now to give a hand to the soul of the man and not to the man that he uses the knowledge 

as an E. The men on this planet are abusers in any shape or form. When you look within 

the totality, the total is the Creator. When you look at the fields interaction within the 

soul, the inner totality as you understand is an inner sanctum of the Creator. ?? in what 

language you communicate, this can't be communicated to the others unless it is 

transmitted through the soul's strength of the creation. In the more advanced flight S 

which some of you have achieved, you travel with the strength of the soul and you create 

the E of the craft according to the E of the feeling of the Totality. Some have made 

mistakes of importing the fields and within it you have learned how to bring them as part 

of the peace process (:35).  in the structure of the totality of the souls in understanding the 

Creator in the division of the cell of the soul of the U. Those of you who have understood 

the Totality and the Essence of the Creation in the dimension of the U, you understand 

the division of the soul within the structure of the strength of the soul, and it's your duty 

to understand the Totality in the division by understanding the creation and the Creator is 



part of the soul of the division. Is the communication as part of the understanding of the E 

or is the E part of the Totality of the reaction. Those of you who have achieved P have a 

problem with E and its interaction with the soul. How do we breach this btn the P and the 

E and the E and the soul. This is the same in all dimensions of the U irrespective of the 

position or the intellect. Those of you who read my soul have received the knowledge. 

(:37).  It's the responsibility of the stronger to support (the weaker ?) even if it means 

manifestation of the P in the support. The soul of the Man is of the lowest, and you have 

the strength to see it through, and allow it to interact with itself with the totality of the 

structure that man can be elevated through his soul as the P ?? has no more elevation it is 

restricted to 2 arms and legs. How do you do this, to teach the man to become part of the 

UC? It's your decision. You have the knowledge and the insight in understanding and 

seeing the behavior of the soul of the Man and his P. It's for you to elevate and teach. For 

those of you who are entangled in P and can't see the dimension of the soul in any 

dimension,  (:39). there is always a soul. And there is a separation btn the P and the soul 

through the interaction of the E, it is all the same in what is about to be taught, it's just in 

different strengths.   

 

(:53).  

(:58). It takes a lot of strength and practice. One man in the whole of humanity has 

managed to do it, to detach it and attach it when it was needed and that is, bless his name, 

Christ. And the only time he did it in full was when he salvaged himself from the cross 

and he put himself back together when he was (released), when he was taken off the cross 

?? he saw back into P of it, but this time fully ?? erect. This way you elevate your E, then 

it doesn't matter if your lover is next to you or in another continent. Do you remember the 

?? feat of the grandmother. If this is strange to you, you do it when you put the orange on 

top of the Cup of Life and the water turns orange. You have already seen it, now you 

understand why you did it. The Cup is the brain of the man, and the 4, Zn, CO2, AA, and 

the CuO2 outside become the P of the detection of entity.  (1:00). I have taught you 

everything but you are blind to the knowledge.  

... 

 

(1:20). I was talking this with the guys at Tokyo University, you have forgotten the E 

part, add something to it. Then when you use it is at the strength of your E or another 

man's? Maybe the AA you took from the top (of the CO2 Box) is pain to you but joy to 

him. So one person gets pain relieved from the Pain Pen and another gets more pain. Q: 

So do the entities in the atmosphere know to feed off the AA in the magnetosphere? Of 

course, they don't have much P, they have but not in the matter state strength of the earth 

itself. This is how you will see creations and creators in the U. The way you see 

colonization when one race takes over another, what I call the German invasion of the 

best bathing spots at 9 AM, it happens in the U all the time. (1:22). There are those who 

reach a point and see a ground, and they don't cultivate or raise animals that they can eat 

like we do, they cultivate souls in that environment because they understand ... it's very 

much like what we call "olive trees in Italy". A man plants olive trees knowing that they 

will last for hundreds of years after he is gone and they will give love and joy to the 

others who will enjoy there fruit. This is what the Italians have matured into. The same is 

done in the U, when those who have understood part of the teaching of today in the 



universal language, understood the meaning of ... they cultivate souls that in that area the 

nursery of life starts, but doesn't necessarily need P, but sees the interaction of E of the 

fields of the totality of that point. Agriculture is not the exclusivity of the race on the 

planet, those of the higher order of the understanding of the intellect of their souls, 

cultivate souls from their understanding that in time those souls will bring their 

understanding to the rest of the U. It's very much like the nurseries that we have here 

today. You plant, you give from your soul that the other soul nourishes and that soul will 

add to helping the others, and it is very common. (1:24).  What do I do when I have too 

much of (something), I don't destroy it and I don't fatten it, but I allow it because its 

understood that it will become part of to give back into that it gives more to the future to 

the whole society of the race. Enlightenment comes from understanding the soul of the 

man, not from reading the book of the man. Lucy of China shares her experiences of E 

and dreams when using the Gans pads. She used CO2, CuO2, and CH3, and some 

hemoglobin from Fe. She feels very strong energy and have dreams of being totally angry 

full of energy and everything I touch is full of energy. Her friend can see the auras and 

says the Gans is full of anger. (1:26). Keshe stops her, what does this mean, that the 

cocktail (of Gans) that you have made is a matching strength of the anger you have inside 

you. You have found the strength of anger in the Gans. So that anger is not from inside 

me but is in the Gans, right? No you are supporting that energy, receiving the energy in 

that strength, if you take the Cu out or add Zn to it, you might find the strength of your 

peace and become a very peaceful woman and then you have the anger as well because 

you made it, it's there and then you try to find the balance btn the two. I hear you are the 

first ones who have done this and have found the strength of the anger in the Pl as a 

strength, you made a cocktail which matches your anger strength. As we said every E has 

a MG field strength and you mixed it somehow that it is at that strength. That's funny, 

you mean I can try everything and mix them and feel the different E strength? Of course, 

but this time you don't need to touch it, just sit near it and you receive the energy 

information in your E center in the brain, you just added to what I was teaching this 

whole morning and in the past.  (1:28). As we said every E has a strength, you found the 

strength of the anger in you and you are receiving more then what you need so you are 

releasing it. Now make a peace cocktail, find out what is peace with you, and then you ?? 

..  peace is a giver, you have to increase the CH3 and ZnO2 a little bit. Oh, that is so 

interesting Mr. Keshe, thank you. Write your recipe to Innovation Center and they'll write 

it up add to testimonials. Then we start finding the strength of the Man's E. Make sure 

you measure everything then we know what you have, we can't replicate exactly what 

you do, but it gives us a rough guide. We are maturing but without knowing it, we have 

to put it on the ?? table. A man is treating his mother with diabetes and high BP both got 

helped, but he don't know how to deal with the stroke and paralysis. (1:30). It's no 

problem, he has to observe where the paralysis is, fingers, lower arms, go back in the 

teachings and find the position of that part in the brain, the right hand position is on the 

left hand side etc. He draws the brain hemispheres, if the paralysis is in the finger there is 

a part in the brain just below the ear, if the lower arm a little farther back, (he goes over 

locations.) Put a Zn + CO2 patch in that region and put another patch from the same 

batch at the arm location, this connects the 2 areas, and then breath from the same 

mixture with COHN (from the same batch) added to it. (1:33).  



(1:38). Dementia. 

(2:10). 

(2:12). Klaus is making a Wikipedia of KF knowledge to be summarized and 

compressed.  

(2:21). The KF credit Card purchases will resume. The Arizona company will start 

selling on website. The Ghana KF will start selling S for Africa. (2:24).    .. 

(2:28). We keep to the ethos of the KF by not importing anything if possible, everything 

from Africa, and in China from Chinese. The production in UK will be headed by my 

eldest son. Don't look to China for cheaper materials, stay local. One Nation relies on the 

local to support and make happy to them, the spirit of unity of one continent and then one 

nation. (2:31). In Ghana we will have our own launch pad for SSI. People who left their 

own continent to find peace somewhere else can come back home to live a life of a 

scientist. We will invite the SSI Mozhan to come to Ghana. We teach 4 to 1, for every 

outside scientist we teach 4 Ghanaians to be SS scientists. (2:33). I will teach first and 

then the Ghanaian air force to take over.   Questions. (2:35). Zane says he has surrounded 

himself with Pl and reactors and he sees a bright light behind his eyes, what is it? Mr. 

Keshe doesn't know he says to check it out with a doctor.       (2:38). Now that you 

brought this topic up it's time to speak about it, some of you who have been building 

MaGrav or stackers, if you place it in a tray of LP Gans water you'll find the performance 

of your S will totally change, you'll reach different dimensions and strengths. Last night 

we were testing different impulse S and other things and it's strange that our Innovation 

people do the tests but they don't see how they achieve the test, or see what the next step 

is, I never teach that because it should come naturally and be understood by them. We 

have seen maybe 18 to 20 feet expansions of the fields from the center, maybe we can go 

more, this is spherical but we have also seen a donut shape, we have seen a full Pl, the 

height maybe going 12 feet high, but we don't see the concentration of the fields. So 

those of you who work very closely with the Pl try to make a condition of collaboration 

of bringing different aspects of the T together, it will change a lot of things for you. 

Those of you who work in medical application, (2:41).  in the East when someone has a 

high temperature we put them in the water and put a small amount of alcohol in. -10   

 

(3:08). (Keshe cut off)   (3:16). Decontamination of the land in Italy is going ahead.  

(3:22).   end 

 


